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S.C. governor enters flag fray
Haley calls for Confederate battle
flag’s removal from state grounds
amid support from GOP
By FRANCES ROBLES
and RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA
N E W YO RK T I ME S
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COLUMBIA, S.C. — Flanked by a bipartisan group that included both her
state’s U.S. senators, Gov. Nikki Haley
of South Carolina on Monday called
for removal of a Confederate battle
flag from the state Capitol grounds,
taking sides on a symbol embraced by

the white man accused of killing nine
black people last week.
Some in the state will continue to fly
the flag on private property, as they
have every right to do, “but the State
House is different, and the events of
this past week call upon us to look at
this in a different way,” Haley said at
the state Capitol. “We are not going to
allow this symbol to divide us any longer. The fact that people are choosing
to use it as a sign of hate is something
we cannot stand.”
The governor spoke shortly after
the White House announced that
President Barack Obama would travel

to Charleston on Friday to memorialize the church shooting victims.
The last time South Carolina lawmakers waged a serious fight over
the flag, in 2000, it was seen as a partisan and ideological issue, with conservatives and Republicans generally
defending the flag as a symbol of the
state’s history. Yet on Monday, the
governor stood with a group of politicians and community leaders that
included Sens. Lindsey Graham and
Tim Scott and Rep. Mark Sanford, the
previous governor — all, like Haley,
self-identified conservative Republi-
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Firefighters across state brace for long, dangerous season
as Cal Fire calls conditions worst on record

Reaction split after president
invokes racial epithet in
podcast talk about racism

Primed To Burn

By MICHAEL D. SHEAR
N EW YO R K T I M ES

WASHINGTON — It was a
single word, just six letters long,
but one that has not been spoken by an American president
in public for generations.
President Barack Obama invoked a racial epithet in a podcast interview released Monday
to drive home his point that
slavery still “casts a long shadow” on American life. But in the
process, he touched a raw nerve
in a country struggling to confront racism and hatred days
after nine black parishioners
were killed during Bible study
in a South Carolina church.
“We’re not cured of it,” Obama
said of racism during an interview for a “WTF with Marc Maron” podcast. “And it’s not just
a matter of it not being polite to
say nigger in public. That’s not
the measure of whether racism
still exists or not.”
For part of the hourlong
conversation with Maron, the
nation’s first black president
patiently explained that race relations had improved in his lifetime. But in also acknowledging
that racism was still deeply embedded in the United States as a
“part of our DNA,” he turned to
TURN TO OBAMA, PAGE A9
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Rohnert Park firefighters extinguish a brush fire near Scandia Fun Center on Monday. The fire burned about a quarter of an acre.
By RANDI ROSSMANN
T H E P RE S S DE M OC R AT
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ONLINE: For
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fire, go to press
democrat.com.

ith small wildfires cropping up on the
North Coast and a large blaze erupting near Lake Tahoe, California’s fire
season has begun in earnest as summer kicks
off, prompting warnings from authorities who
say that grasslands and forests across the state
are primed like never before to go up in flames.
With the Fourth of July around the corner,
firefighters are bracing for a long season that
by all accounts has the drought-fueled potential
to go down as a very busy and dangerous one.
“We’re definitely concerned, especially with
the Fourth of July coming up,” Petaluma fire
Battalion Chief Jeff Schach said Monday. The
department is adding an extra engine on the
holiday next month while other rural agencies
are likewise ramping up their staffing levels.
California’s four years of drought and the
lack of late spring rains this year have created
conditions that Cal Fire, the state agency, on
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Monday called the worst on record.
“We have seen — we saw it last year and we
will see it again this year — we’ll be reaching
records for potential heat output for times of
the year that would normally not be burning in
those conditions,” Ken Pimlott, director of Cal
Fire, said at the beginning of a week meant to
highlight awareness about wildfire, as reported
by Capitol Public Radio.
Already, firefighters with Cal Fire have battled 1,100 fires statewide this year, according to
the agency. The average number by this time of
the year is fewer than 650.
While afternoon temperatures on the North
Coast have mostly been on the mild side,
wildland vegetation in the region is at moisture
levels typically more common in August, fire
officials said.
“We’re having these foggy mornings, but by
the time that burns off the fuels are ready to
burn,” Schach said.
On Monday, a quarter-acre grass fire flared
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Southeast Greenway plans move ahead
Deal paves way for transfer
of property to county, SR
By ANGELA HART
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Community activists who have
sought for years to transform a
55-acre strip of vacant land in southeast Santa Rosa into public open space
are heralding what they are calling
a milestone in their quest to create
a new linear city park that could in-
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clude paths for pedestrians and cyclists.
Plans for the so-called Southeast
Greenway are being advanced under
a new deal that would pave the way for
transferring ownership of the state
property — once envisioned for the
Highway 12 extension — to Sonoma
County and the City of Santa Rosa.
“This is quite amazing,” said Linda Proulx, co-chairwoman for the
Southeast Greenway Campaign, the
primary group pushing for the public

Even as he fills his present as
a baseball analyst at Fox Sports
1 and prepares to be part of the
official activities at the All-Star
Game in Cincinnati on July 14,
Pete Rose cannot escape his
past.
He is baseball’s
career
hits leader but
has been on
baseball’s permanently ineligible list since
1989 because he
bet on baseball Pete
— and the Cin- Rose
cinnati Reds — INSIDE: Lowell
when he was Cohn says Rose
their manager. attacked integrity
But his pend- of the game C1
ing bid for reinstatement by Commissioner
Rob Manfred, who is expected
to meet with Rose this season,
could be complicated by a new
ESPN report that he also bet on
baseball while he was still playing in 1986. He played part time
that season — he was also the
Reds’ manager — and recorded
the last 52 hits of his career.
On Monday, ESPN reported
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